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SPECULATIVE SANKOFARRATION
Haunting Black Women in Contemporary Horror Fiction

Kinitra D. Brooks, Alexis McGee & Stephanie Schoellman

In a powerfully short blog post celebrating Black women in horror, 
poet Linda Addison traces the origins of the very first appearance of 
horror published by a Black woman.1 Addison encounters what she 
considers the origin of Black women’s horror in the folktales found in 
Every Tongue Got to Confess (2001), a collection of stories painstak-
ingly recorded—in early twentieth-century Southern Black dialect—by 
then-budding anthropologist, Zora Neale Hurston: “Besides themes 
of religion, family and other social concepts I also found two sections 
named: ‘Devil Tales’ and ‘Witch and Hant Tales’ (Hant means ‘haunt’ 
or ‘ghost’)”2 (Addison).3 Hurston’s work highlights Black interest in 
horror as a long-established reality in its communal literature—the rich 
oral folk culture and tales passed down through familial generations. In 
Cultural Hauntings (1998), Kathleen Brogan notes that ghosts or the 
“belief in ancestor spirits” have a long history in African diasporic lore 
and that these ghosts have a “communal nature,” exploring “a people’s 
historical consciousness” (2–5). Hurston’s records demonstrate that 
horror discourse is an established tradition in the Black community; 
yet there remains a dearth of critical recognition and literary scholar-
ship. Bonnie Barthold connects Black folklore and literature by insisting 
that today’s “teller of tales [is] no less than the contemporary novel-
ist” (3). Here, we focus on contemporary horror writers—particularly 
Black women—and build upon the foundation of criticism previously 
explored in the scholarship of Harry Benshoff, Kinitra D. Brooks, and, 
most extensively, Robin R. Means-Coleman. Their work highlight-
ing Blackness and gender in horror media brings us to an important 
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crossroads where we can begin assessing and articulating a means to 
move forward in scaffolding a Black women’s horror discourse.4

In the parlance of Mae G. Henderson’s work in Black cultural stud-
ies, we are both supplementing the perceived “lack” of Black women’s 
horror discourse and simultaneously displacing its perceived “absence” 
(64). This piece is meant to set “methodological direction” for a racially 
gendered horror discourse (62). It is necessary to note that we are not 
setting an oppositional discourse; rather, we find it necessary to call 
upon the Ancestors, guided by their ghosts in shifting and redefining 
boundaries by articulating a discourse that is centered on “sankofarra-
tion.”

Sankofarration: “It is not taboo to go back and fetch what you forgot.”
John Jennings coined the term “sankofarration” and defines it as a con-
flation of Sankofa5 and narration, a cosmological episteme that centers 
the act of claiming the future as well as the past.6 Jennings specifically 
expands upon a central notion of Afrofuturism—that the Western con-
struct of time as linear is a fallacy. In sankofarration, time is cyclical: 
“[m]etaphysically, being was equivalent to duration: each moment em-
bodied a recurrence of a past moment, and implied was a potential 
future recurrence” (Barthold 10). This piece builds upon Jennings’ con-
cept by exploring its potential literariness within a critical horror frame-
work. We push sankofarration into the realm of the speculative, to fetch 
a discourse of horror buried and unacknowledged in the folklore and 
literature of the African diaspora. Our more expansive theory of specu-
lative sankofarration actively claims literary hauntings as interstices of 
resistance and becomes a crucial framework in reading contemporary 
horror literature written by Black women such as Phyllis Alesia Perry 
in Stigmata (1998).

Speculative sankofarration clears a space for exploration of com-
posite traumas in the symbolic form of ghosts and hauntings. A Black 
women’s horror discourse grounded in sankofarration effectively liber-
ates Black horror from necessitating its need to derive mainly from the 
trauma of enslavement, allowing the concept of horror to move toward 
a more creative and artistic construction and, in the process, provid-
ing us with “an ordered reconstruction of history” that is not linear 
in nature (Henderson 632). The privileging of sankofarration does not 
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exclude enslavement as a topic for creative horror exploration; rather, 
it simply rejects the idea of enslavement as the primogenitor of Black 
horror. Thus horror becomes begotten and beholden to complex and 
nuanced sources. Speculative sankofarration distills the natural horrors 
of the Black experience (chattel slavery, Jim Crow, police brutality, etc.) 
and pushes the discourse closer to what horror critic Noël Carroll con-
ceives of as “art-horror” but within a specifically Black Feminist 
frame-work.7

 


